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Minifix Shaft 
13 pieces

Minifix Head 
13 pieces

Dowel
14 pieces

Bingo mini   7 
pieces

ELISE TABLE 220*90*75  DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES AND ASSEMBLY CHART

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. Bingo minis are pinned to m6 nuts where the products will touch the floor.

Top tray is placed on the stand and the cover and the 
minifixes are tightened with the help of a 
screwdriver.

The cover and the stand are attached to each other 
with minifix.



Minifix Shaft 
42 pieces

Minifix Head 
42 pieces

Kavelye / 
Dowel

42 pieces

Shelf Pim
-Crystal-
28 pieces

Grey Square 
Stand

13 pieces

4*35 
Chipboard 

Screw
14 piece

Half Camel 
Hinge        

1 piece

Half Camel 
Brake Hinge     

1 piece
Butt Hinge         

6 pieces

Butt Brake 
Hinge                    

4 pieces

3,5*18 
Chipboard 

Screw
74 pieces

Tuna Handle 
160mm            
5 pieces

Handle Screw 
22mm            

10 pieces

ELISE BOOKCASE 201*40*161 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES AND ASSEMBLY CHART

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. Bingo minis are pinned to m6 nuts where the products will touch the floor.

Bottom trays are reversed and the stands, included in 
the package, are fixed to the narrow cabinets as 4 
pieces and to the large cabinet in the middle as 5 
pieces by using 3.5 * 18 screws.

The stable baffle located on the mid-part of the high 
cabinet are precisely placed on the minifix heads 
located on the sides and tightened with the help of a 
screwdriver.

The side trays and pillars are placed on the bottom 
tray and the minifixes are tightened with the help of 
a screwdriver.

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

The 8mm backboard is placed in the channels located 
on the side tray and bottom tray.



The top tray is placed on the sides and minifixes are 
tightened with the help of a screw by paying 
attention to the backboard channel. 

Shelf pins are attached and moving shelves are 
placed.

The assembled cabinets are gathered together, and 
the rear panel and the cabinets are connected with 
the minifix. 4*30 screws are used for connecting 
through inner side of the cabinets.

One piece of brake hinge is used on each door. The 
doors are connected to the side trays and the pillar 
with 3.5 * 18 screws. Half camel hinge is used for the 
single door in the middle and butt hinge is used for 
all other doors.  The handles are fixed to the doors by 
using 22mm button-head handle screws. 

ELISE BOOKCASE 201*40*161

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.



Minifix Shaft 
10 pieces

Minifix Head 
10 pieces

Dowel
16 pieces

3,5*18 
Chipboard 

Screw
16 pieces

Bingo Mini
6 pieces

Chipboard 
Screw 22mm            

4 pieces

Tuna Handle 
160mm            
2 pieces

Super Camel 
Hinge         

2 pieces

Super Camel 
Brake Hinge         

2 pieces

Shelf Pin
-Crystal-
4 pieces

ELISE ETEGARE 90*50*75 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES AND ASSEMBLY CHART

8mm backboard is inserted into channels located on 
the side trays and bottom tray.

Top tray is placed on the sides by paying attention to 
backboard channels and the minifixes are tightened 
with the help of a screwdriver.

Base parts are placed on the lower part of bottom 
tray. Minifixes are tightened with the help of a 
screwdriver.

The side trays are placed on the spaces located in the 
bottom tray and the minifixes are tightened with the 
help of a screwdriver.

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. Bingo minis are pinned to m6 nuts where the products will touch the floor.

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.



NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change.

ELISE ETAGERE 90*45*75

The crystal shelf pins are placed in the holes drilled into the side trays and attached to the moving shelf 
pins.

One brake hinge and one butt hinge are inserted on the doors and the doors are connected to the side trays 
by using 3.5*18 screws. The handles are fixed on the doors by using 22mm button-head handle screws. 
They are brought to the miter by adjusting through the hinge. 



Minifix Shaft 
10 pieces

Minifix Head 
10 pieces

Dowel
10 pieces

Bingo Mini
4 pieces 

NOTE: The number of accessories may change when the product dimensions change..

ELISE COFFEE TABLE 70*50*42 DISASSEMBLED ACCESSORIES

The top tray is placed on the stands and the minifixes 
are tightened with the help of a screwdriver.

Minifix shafts located on the stands precisely placed 
on the minifix heads located on the newspaper stand 
and bases and tightened with the help of a 

The minifix shaft is pinned to plastic plugs in all trays. The dowel is hammered into the empty holes located 
near the pinned holes. Bingo minis are pinned to m6 nuts where the products will touch the floor.


